
NATURA60 & NATURA70
The modern aviaries

for barn and free range egg production



through large openings,
the hens access the
scratching area

top tier –> resting area
with perches at different
heights and nipple 
drin kers for water 
supply

stairway –> the hens
can easily access all
levels

NATURA60 and NATURA70
– high production safety, easy management –

NATURA60 and NATURA70 are two types of aviaries for layers.
The design concept is based on the idea to reduce the manage-
 ment effort and at the same time increase reliable and efficient
production. 
Both systems provide the following advantages:
✔ the aviary remains locked during the familiarisation phase 

–> simplified access to feed and water
–> good start into the laying phase
–> minimised number of slat and floor eggs

✔ “stairways” provide access for the hens to the different levels,
throughout the aviary;

✔ the hens reach the scratching area through large openings 
along the entire length of the system;

✔ manageable group sizes thanks to partitions that are installed 
every 2.41 m;

✔ gentler egg transportation as the longitudinal egg belts are 
located on one level only;

✔ simplified collection of system eggs;
✔ perfect access to the entire system due to easily operated 

folding grill;
✔ every row is completely functional; it is possible to install a 

system with only one row in the house.

Phase of familiarisation: After the hens are moved in, the system
remains locked for some time. This procedure allows the hens to
get to know their new environment. Feed and water can easily be
accessed and by using the stairways, the hens become accustomed
to all levels. A partition installed every 2.41 m makes for manage  -
able group sizes (NATURA 60 up to 145 birds; NATURA 70 up to
176 birds). This ensures that the nests are evenly used right from

the start. After the familiarisation phase is over, the system can
be fully opened. The hens are now able to act out their natural
behaviours, i.e. scratching, pecking and dust bathing.
Note: the pullets should already be reared in an aviary-type 
system. This is a main condition for a good start into the laying
phase and reduces stress when the birds are moved in.

Familiarisation phase: the system remains locked

Stairways provide access for the hens to all levels The hens can reach the system easily by means of the pre-located perch

Laying phase: the system is open



Inspection aisle  – system eggs can easily be collected from the egg channel

NATURA60 with inspection aisle free of hens

inspection aisle

longitudinal egg belt longitudinal egg belt
nest nest nest nest

inspection aislelitter aislelitter aisle litter aisle

NATURA60’s unique characteristic is among others its bird-free
inspection aisle. This provides the following advantages:
✔ every second aisle is a real inspection aisle as it remains free 

of hens, litter or other obstacles like doors or cross partitions
–> good working conditions

✔ these practical inspection aisles facilitate
–> moving in and out of the birds
–> daily supervision of birds
–> the collection of system eggs

✔ the nests and longitudinal egg belts are accessible from the 
inspection aisle

✔ cover for longitudinal egg belt can be opened and closed auto-
matically –> easy checking on longitudinal egg belt (optional)

✔ exterior feedtroughs minimise feed loss and increase hygiene.

Automatic opening and closing of egg channel
cover (optional)

14.5 - 15.5 m

Legend
1 laying nest
2 longitudinal egg belt 350 mm 

with cover
3 floor in front of the nest
4 egg channel for mislaid eggs
5 sliding door and separation to

scratching area
6 sliding door for simplified bird

supervision
7 folding grill for simplified bird 

supervision

NATURA 60 –> max. 60 hens per running metre and row

The arrangement of the different
areas of activity affects bird 
movement within the system.
■ nest surface
■ watering
■ feeding
■ usable surface
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NATURA 70: The rows are arranged in the same direction in the house, at the left
side you see the longitudinal egg belt; at the right side the large entry openings

NATURA70 with high bird capacity

longitudinal egg belt longitudinal egg belt

simultaneous use as litter and inspection aisle simultaneous use as litter and inspection aisle

longitudinal egg belt
nest nest nest nest

NATURA70 allows for higher bird capacities in comparison to
NATURA 60. As there are no bird-free inspection aisles, the
hens can use the entire house surface as scratching area. To
achieve optimum bird numbers, the scratching area can be
split in a longitudinal and transverse direction. This can be 
repeated depending on house dimensions. 
Position the individual rows either in the same direction, so
that the longitudinal egg belts are always on the right hand
side or as in NATURA 60. The width of the aisles can also be
selected freely. As a rule of thumb we say that the optimum
capacity of 18 hens per m2 of house surface is reached per 
4 m house width (row + scratching area).
NATURA 70 can also be used as an aviary with free range
area.

16 m

NATURA 70 –> max. 72 hens per running metre and row

Comfortable folding grills allow for easy 
access to the system for checking purposes

Mislaid system eggs can
simply be collected from
the egg channel
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Nest arrangement: twinNest arrangement: at the same side
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Raised inspection aisle in NATURA 60 and NATURA 70

Enlargement of scratching area in NATURA 60

To be able to use 100 % of the house
surface as scratching area in NATURA 60,
Big Dutchman offers its customers’ a
raised inspection aisle. This means that
the inspection aisle can be used at the
same time by the hens and the farm
staff, but the advantages of a bird-free

inspection aisle still remain:
✔ bird-free zone without doors or 

barriers;
✔ full utilisation of house floor as 

scratching area;
✔ lighting outside of bird area;
✔ easy inspection of nests.

The raised inspection aisle can also be
installed in NATURA 70, if the customer
wants to take advantage of a bird-free
inspection aisle.

In order to use part of the bird-free 
inspection aisle for hens, Big Dutchman
offers its customers’ an enlargement
unit. It consists of a step grid, film-
coated wooden plates and side plates.

To check the nests, you can step onto
the step grids. For checking the scratch-
ing area, the step grid can simply be 
folded up. At the end of the batch the
unit can be quickly and easily dismantled
for cleaning.

Depending on the house conditions, this
enlargement offers valuable additional
house surface.

Raised inspection aisle –> easy inspection of
nests and longitudinal egg belt

Increasing scratching area by an enlargement
unit

Step grid for checking on nests and longitudinal
egg belt

Folded up step grid for checking on scratching
area

Easy collection of mislaid system eggs on second
level

Grid elements 1200 x 600 mm can easily be folded
up for checking purposes
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Correct climate concept for optimum temperatures in the house

A well developed lighting programme essentially makes for a 
successful poultry house. Big Dutchman therefore recommends
the use of three different sources of light coordinated by a 
lighting programme.
✔ HF light tube 58 W (high-frequency), with reflector, dimmable
✔ LED light hose 24 V DC, dimmable.
✔ HF moisture-proof lamp 18/36/58 W (high-frequency),

dimmable

A well developed environment control programme essentially makes
for a successful poultry house. Big Dutchman therefore offers the
right solution for every house. The following options for houses with
or without intermediate ceiling allow for ideal climate conditions.

CL Flex or CL 1200 fresh air units
CL 1500 ceiling inlet
FAC or Fumus intake air chimneys
CL 600 exhaust air chimney
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Correct lighting concept for optimum distribution of light within the house
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